Microscopic skin laceration segmentation and classification: A framework of statistical normal distribution and optimal feature selection.
Among precision medical techniques, medical image processing is rapidly growing as a successful tool for cancer detection. Skin cancer is one of the crucial cancer types. It is identified through computer vision (CV) techniques using dermoscopic images. The early diagnosis skin cancer from dermoscopic images can be decrease the mortality rate. We propose an automated system for skin lesion detection and classification based on statistical normal distribution and optimal feature selection. Local contrast is controlled using a brighter channel enhancement technique, and segmentation is performed through a statistical normal distribution approach. The multiplication law of probability is implemented for the fusion of segmented images. In the feature extraction phase, optimized histogram, optimized color, and gray level co-occurrences matrices features are extracted and covariance-based fusion is performed. Subsequently, optimal features are selected through a binary grasshopper optimization algorithm. The selected optimal features are finally fed to a classifier and evaluated on the ISBI 2016 and ISBI 2017 data sets. Classification accuracy is computed using different Support Vector Machine (SVM) kernel functions, and the best accuracy is obtained for the cubic function. The average accuracies of the proposed segmentation on the PH2 and ISBI 2016 data sets are 93.79 and 96.04%, respectively, for an image size 512 × 512. The accuracies of the proposed classification on the ISBI 2016 and ISBI 2017 data sets are 93.80 and 93.70%, respectively. The proposed system outperforms existing methods on selected data sets.